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Complaints Submitted to Commission 

If Complaint is Content related  

a. CS submits a form to MS to check  the related 

content. 

b.  After checking content, MS sends findings and 

content to CS. 

c. CS will send it to the CAC-COM . 

1. Complaints status 
update will be 
shared at every 
CAC-COM meeting. 
 

2. Complaints officer 
notify when a 
complaint is nearing 
deadline (RED 
ALERT: ) 
 

3. Complaints received 
via letter are at 
times directed to be 
submitted by form 
by commission  

If Complaint is lodged via letter, it is directed to Commission 
 

Commission decides whether complaint is to be investigated as a:  
 

“Special Case” “Internal Monitoring” Case 

Adjudicated by Commission (All 

administrative work handled by 

CS) 

If Complaint is License, Service or Others 

Routine Administrative process of 

investigation begins 

Complaints status update shared with CAC 

and advice is sought 

CAC will send it to the CAC-COM along 

with the findings (with report if 

required) for adjudication 

Upon findings of the investigation:  

If there are 

complications, case is 

sent to CAC for advice 

If there are no complications 

section adjudicates the case 

CAC-COM 1st reading will decide whether to adjudicate the case or not 

Complaints Coordinator Compiles a “case brief” and submits to CAC 

 “Case Brief” comes to CAC-COM meeting for the 2nd reading. 

Decides which Articles are in breech 

If yes, case will be sent to CS for adjudication 
If not, decision will be 
sent to complainant 

 

CS send letter to relevant station stating codes that the COM believe they have 
breached them right to reply within 10 days.  

 

Complaints Coordinator will compile final “Report” and send to CAC 

Complaints Section checks information on form 

CAC-COM 1st reading will decide whether to adjudicate the case or not (with exception of 
IM cases sent by Commission) 

 

 “Case Brief” comes to CAC-COM meeting for the 2nd reading. 

Decides which Articles are in breech 

If yes, case will be sent to CS for adjudication 
 

If not, decision will be 

sent to complainant 

CAC will send Final “Report” to CAC-COM for final reading. 

CACCOM concludes the case 


